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A Korean corporation named Samsung Electronics is specialist in the field of information technology
and electronics. Its domination in the world market is tremendous achieving the eighth position in
the revenue and sales areas. It has swept various shores since they are the largest manufacturer of
mobiles and computers. The thirst for mobiles accessed with internet has globally driven people to
buy the right one. Samsung launched its much awaited phone â€œSamsung I9300Galaxy S3â€• to
compete with its predecessor. It released the smart phone on the motto â€œthree times a charmâ€•. The
theme was inspired by the way it seems, listens and responds. The Samsung I9300 Galaxy S III
Price is discussed later in this article.

The newer interface includes a pairing with Androidâ€™s Ice-cream Sandwich model and the TouchWiz.
It features an â€œS voiceâ€• activated by just saying the term â€œHi Galaxyâ€•. This feature is called an â€œeye
trackingâ€•, where your phone is active when you look at the display directly. It has a super sized
screen of 4.8inch Big Mac McDonaldâ€™s having resolution up to 720p. Its touch is of AMOLED
capacitive type carrying 16M color intensities. The PenTile Matrix display is covered with a Gorilla
Glass of lesser reflection. The internal memory is expanded to 16GB/32GB. A 2100mAh battery
extends the usage time of phone to nearly 12 hours.

The dimensions of the Smartphone are 136.6 x 70.6 x 8.6mm of 133 grams weight. It carries a rear
camera of 8MP and a front camera to 1.9MP autofocus. The video recorder is of HD type having
1080 pixels. It thus assures you of the best looks guaranteeing 8 shots automatically making sure
not to miss even a smile. Being designed for us, the phone drags a picture in technology, letting you
watch a HD video on another window and texting simultaneously. For connectivity the smart phones
supports Bluetooth, Wi-Fi and 3G. Its bundled with applications like you tube, Picasa and Facebook.
Additional Google services provided are play books, navigation, Google movies, and download.

The smart phone has been released in major cities and countries worldwide on May 2012. Samsung
Galaxy Mobile price generally is EURO â‚¬600. Samsungâ€™s lucrative market being India launches its
successful products to create a successful you. Samsung mobile price in India ranges from Rs
30,000 onwards.

Subjected to new features Samsung I9300 Galaxy S III price is Rs 38,900 (INR). Best offers can be
available online at lower prices. It grows smarter by fulfilling the needs just by thinking and acting.
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